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he Journey

 ometimes in life things just fall into place. Striker Bows was born 

from a desire to harvest a deer with a small and sleek traditional bow 

that wasn’t available on the market, so Rick Ellis went to work building his own. 

Those first simple designs out of a garage in Ohio have evolved into a unique line of 

longbows and recurves sold across the globe. A family business from the beginning, 

Rick’s sons, Dusty and John, have gone from helping dad whenever needed to full 

partners in bringing ingenuity and performance to the traditional bow market.

Twenty years of hard work and constant innovation have led to the introduction 

of the RK1. This bow incorporates the performance and precision that Striker 

is known for, while adding new options and flexibility that the modern archer 

is accustomed to. The drive for excellence has taken Striker from a one-man 

operation to one of the leading traditional bow companies in the world. The Striker 

Bows family will continue to work with modern technology and time-honored  

values to bring the traditional archer the best equipment available  

in the cosmos.
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Rick with the “first ever” Striker Bow
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Recurve shown in Custom Target Green 
and custom raw carbon limbs

r ick Ellis from Striker Bows and New Breed Archery’s Kyle Null 

have come together to present the new RK1. Its concept started 

long before napkin sketches and engineering mockups. The passion 

for traditional bows began in the woods for both Rick and Kyle, 

where a love for traditional simplicity and challenge still lives. 

Striker Bows and New Breed Archery have teamed up to offer the 

best of both worlds with a modern traditional bow design integrated 

with today’s features. It’s a perfect blend of Striker’s limb design 

and forward handle riser shape along with New Breed’s engineering 

flair and precision machined grip. 

The RK1 features a fully machined aircraft grade 6061-T6 aluminum 

riser in a torqueless style grip typically available on modern 

compound bows. This feature allows for an easier transition for the 

compound archer to move into traditional archery equipment, and 

now the traditional archer can experience the nail driving accuracy 

of a torque free grip. The 16" riser height allows for enough sight 

window to shoot instinctively or attach a sight, but also short 

enough to give plenty of working limb at a 60" bow length resulting 

in a smoother shooting bow. Also featured is the flexibility to 

shoot directly off the shelf or with an elevated rest. This allows for 

transition between the woods to the 3D course without changing 

entire bow setups.

FEATURES:

n	 Available in 60" recurve or longbow limbs

n	 Brace height: 7½ "- 8"

n	 30-60 lb draw weights at 28" in 5# increments

n	 Standard riser available in Black or Desolve Bare Camo

n	 Standard limbs available in Black Hydrographic Carbon Fiber

n	 Custom Hydrographic and color options available on riser and/or limbs

n	 Interchangeable 2-pin and bolt limb system between recurve and longbow limbs

n	 Riser is drilled and tapped for a standard AMO quiver or sight mount

n	 Stainless steel stabilizer insert

n	 18 strand Fast Flight string

n	 2 lb. mass bow weight
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s triker Bows has been a top builder of traditional custom 

bows in the archery world for 20 years. Offering one-piece and 

takedown bows, the custom shop represents our highest level of 

handmade quality using the best materials available. Customers 

have access to a large selection of exotic and action wood 

combinations to choose from for their custom traditional bow.

Precise draw weights and unique handle designs are crafted to 

accommodate even the most demanding archer. Before completing 

an order, the customer is invited to visit our facility during the 

fitting process to develop the most comfortable and effective grip 

for a truly custom built bow.
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astBack Custom Takedown

FEATURES

n Longbow limbs: 56", 58" and 60"

n Recurve limbs: 58" and 60"

n Brace height: 7½"- 8"

n Interchangeable limb system

n String: Fast Flight 18 strand

the Striker Custom Fastback continues the small, sleek handle  

design Striker is known for, but also gives the ability to create larger 

handle options for those who prefer it. Extended laminations on 

the backside of the shelf and handle section allow for even more 

customization in the handle fit. A 14" riser length gives the Fastback 

longer working limbs to eliminate handshock and stacking, all while having 

a shorter overall bow. The Fastback takedown is also interchangeable 

between recurve and longbow limbs.
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the takedown that started it all. The Stinger Takedown was 

the first forward handle design to be offered in a takedown model. 

This is one of the slimmest in the industry. The Stinger Takedown 

is interchangeable between recurve and longbow limbs. A 14" riser 

gives the bow longer working limbs to eliminate handshock and 

stacking while still being a shorter overall length. 

FEATURES 

n Longbow limbs: 56", 58" and 60"

n Recurve limbs: 58" and 60"

n Brace height: 7½"-8"

n Interchangeable limb system

n String: Fast Flight 18 strand
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tinger Custom One Piece Longbow

the Stinger custom is a one-piece longbow that sports a smaller, 

forward pistol grip style handle that includes a thumb rest designed to 

consistently position your hand correctly every time. The short 16" riser 

height allows for longer working limbs at a shorter overall bow length. 

These factors, along with the reflex-deflex limb design, results in a 

smooth drawing, quiet shooting, performance producing combination.

FEATURES

n Longbow limbs: 56", 58" and 60"

n Brace height: 7½"- 8"

n String: Fast Flight 18 strand
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ustom Bow Order GuideC

Custom Order Guide
Follow these simple steps below to create your truly unique custom bow:

Step 1:  Specify Right/Left hand, draw weight range, limb style and bow length that is

most suitable to you.

n	 Draw weight can range as low as 30# up to 60# (we guarantee +/- 2 lbs

 on draw weight)

n	 Limb style - Choose between longbow or recurve limbs.

n	 Bow Length - Choose between 56”, 58”, and 60” for longbow limbs. 58” and 60”  

 for recurve limbs

Step 2:  Choose your riser wood and limb veneer types:

n	 Solid wood riser - Choose one wood type for entire riser section

n	 2-tone riser - Choose an outside wood type and inside wood type for riser section. 

n	 Standard or premium upgrade wood options - Standard wood options come to you   

 at no extra charge. Premium upgrade wood options are available at an additional charge

Step 3:  Choose your riser striping colors:

n	 Outside striping - used on the outsides of each individual stripe

n	 Inside striping - a single piece on the inside of each stripe

Step 4:  Personalize your bow:

n	 You have the option to add your name to your custom bow at no charge.
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RISER WOOD OPTIONS
Solid Riser   (Choose 1)
Standard or Premium Upgrade Wood 
2-Tone Riser   (Choose 2)
Standard or Premium Upgrade Woods

Riser Striping Options Limb Veneer Options

Limb Veneers

Inside Wood

Outside Wood

Overlay Woods

Riser example is a 2-tone 
riser in Cocobolo outside 
and Bocote inside.

Outside Striping
(Black Stripe)

Inside Striping
(White Stripe)

•

•

•

•

•

 •

•

Purpleheart

Purpleheart

Bubinga

Bubinga

Charcoal ActionwoodBlack

BocoteGray

Curly MapleHunter Orange

Token BambooBlue

Bolivian RosewoodYellow

Macassar Ebony

Maple

Yew

Tigerwood

*Wood colors will vary. Each piece is truly unique.
Subject to Availability

Desert Camo ActionwoodWhite

CocoboloRed

Curly EtimoeLime Green

Waterfall BubingaPink

East Indian Rosewood

Zebra

Osage

Osage

Green Mt Camo Actionwood

Black & White Ebony

Birdseye Maple

Leopardwood

Black Limba

Che Chen

Shedua

Standard Wood Options

Bocote

Desert Camo Actionwood

Zebra

Tigerwood

Che Chen

Osage

Charcoal Actionwood

Green Mt Camo Actionwood

Shedua

Leopardwood

Purpleheart

Bubinga

Premium Wood Options

Cocobolo

Black & White Ebony

Macassar Ebony

Stabilized Curly Maple

Black Phenolic

Ziricote

Wenge

Black Ebony

Bolivian Rosewood

East Indian Rosewood

Your Style. Your Concept. Your Custom Striker Bow.



the Striker Classic TDR, a takedown recurve set at a 60" length, incorporates the trend of 

Striker’s short riser design, allowing long working recurve limbs to give the shooter a smooth 

draw, making it a quiet shooting, high performing bow. Bocote wood is used for the riser section, 

as well as the limb veneers, for an exotic look that is sought after in the custom world without 

the custom price tag attached. The Classic TDR incorporates an interchangeable limb system 

making it possible to change out different Striker limbs without the need for custom fitting.

FEATURES 

n Modern recurve design

n 60" bow length

n Draw weight: 30-60# in 5# increments

n Brace height: 7½"- 8"

n Mass weight: 2 lb

n Interchangeable limb system

n String: Fast Flight 18 strand
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port TDRS
FEATURES 

n Modern recurve design

n 60" bow length

n Draw weight: 30-60# in 5# increments

n Brace height: 7½"- 8"

n Mass weight: 1.8 lbs

n Interchangeable limb system

n String: Fast Flight 18 strand

the Striker Sport TDR, a takedown recurve set at a  

60" length, incorporates the trend of Striker’s short riser design, 

allowing long working recurve limbs to give the shooter a smooth 

draw, making it a quiet shooting, high performing bow. Charcoal 

action wood is used for the riser section as well as the limb 

veneers for a sleek modern look. The Sport TDR incorporates an 

interchangeable limb system making it possible to change out 

different Striker limbs without the need for custom fitting.
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the Striker Classic 

was designed with any 

style of shooter in mind. 

Natural Bocote wood is used 

for the riser and limb veneers 

for a natural, yet striking look. An 

overall length of 60" covers the bases on 

anything from target practice to deep  

cover hunting.

FEATURES 

n Reflex-deflex longbow design

n 60" bow length

n Draw weight: 30-60# in 5# increments

n Brace height: 7½ "- 8"

n Mass weight: 1.6 lbs

n String: Fast Flight 18 strand
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port LongbowS

FEATURES 

n Reflex-deflex longbow design

n 58" bow length

n Draw weight: 30-60# in 5# increments

n Brace height: 7½"- 8"

n Mass weight: 1.2 lbs

n String: Fast Flight 18 strand

the Striker Sport was designed with the hunter in mind. 

Darker Charcoal actionwood was chosen for the riser 

wood and limb veneers. A shorter overall length at 58" was 

implemented for better mobility and ease in the woods.

The Sport Color Line, also shown, is available in an array of 

accent stripe colors.
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135 East Fourth Street   •   Minster, Ohio 45865   •   Tel 419.628.2393

www.strikerbows.com 

Proudly Made in the USA © 2018  Striker Bows


